Abstract-Multiple Description Coding (MDC) can be used as an Error Resilience (ER) technique for video coding. In case of transmission errors, Error Concealment (EC) can be combined with MDC to reconstruct the lost frame, such that the propagated error to the following frames is reduced. In this paper we propose a novel algorithm based on a Multi-hypothesis Decoder (MHD), to improve the reconstructed video quality of MDC over packet loss networks. Both subjective and objective results show that MHD can help to achieve a better video quality than a traditional EC algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Error Resilience (ER) and Error Concealment (EC) techniques are very important for video transmission today, due to the use of predictive coding and Variable Length Coding (VLC) in video compression [1] . The conventional INTER mode approach is illustrated in Figure 1 (a), where each Pframe is predicted from its immediate previous frame. Although the compression efficiency of this approach is high, it is vulnerable to errors in the transmission channel. If one frame is lost or corrupted (for example: P 4 ) during the transmission, the error in the reconstructed frame at the decoder will propagate to the remaining frames until the next I-frame (I 11 ) is received.
Several ER methods have been developed for video communication, such as Forward Error Correction (FEC) [2] , Layered Coding [3] , and Multiple Description Coding (MDC) [4] . Different from the traditional Single Description Coding (SDC), MDC divides the video stream into equally important streams (descriptions), which are sent to the destination through different channels. Error may occur in the channels. Suppose the failure probability of each channel is independently and identically distributed with probability p. If we use the conventional SDC method, the entire description will be lost with probability p; if we use M descriptions and send them on M different channels, the probability of losing the entire description is p M , which is much less than p. One simple implementation of MDC is the odd/even temporal subsampling approach: an even (odd) frame is predicted from the previous even (odd) frame, as illustrated in Figure 1(b) . Since the reference frames are farther in time, the prediction of such approach is not as good as the conventional codec and the compression efficiency is lower. On the other hand, since each stream is encoded and transmitted separately, the corruption of one stream will not affect the other. As a result, the decoder can simply display the correct video stream (P 5 P 7 P 9 . . .) at half of the original frame rate, or reconstruct the corrupted frame by some appropriate EC methods, e.g. Temporal Interpolation [5] [6] . The objective of using temporal interpolation is that it can be well combined with temporal MDC methods. Recall that in Figure 1 (c), when frame P 4 is corrupted during the transmission, its surrounding frames (P 3 and P 5 ) would be correct if stream 1 is error-free. So we can utilize P 3 and P 5 to interpolate P 4 with good quality.
In conventional EC algorithms, only the corrupted (lost) frames are error-concealed. The following frames are decoded as usual. Since error concealment may fail for the lost frame in some special cases, i.e. new objects appearing or old objects disappearing, a large initial error is generated and propagates to the following frames. In such circumstances, errorconcealing the following frames may have a better quality than decoding them directly. In this paper we propose a novel algorithm based on a Multi-hypothesis Decoder (MHD), where error-concealed frame is used as an additional hypothesis to improve the reconstructed video quality of MDC. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the proposed approach (MHD). The comparison between an EC algorithm with MHD and without MHD is given in Section 3, by both subjective and objective results. Section 4 is conclusion.
II. MULTI-HYPOTHESIS DECODER FOR MDC
When the odd/even sub-sampling is used in temporal MDC, an even (odd) frame is predicted from the previous even (odd) frame. These two streams (descriptions) are sent to the decoder through different channels. Consider the case of one frame loss during the transmission. By using some Error Concealment (EC) technique, this frame can be reconstructed at the decoder side with some error. Due to the use of motion compensation, this error will propagate to the following frames in the same stream (description). Define the frame at time n to be ψ(n) and assume the loss occurs at time l 0 . To improve the reconstructed video quality after the loss position, we propose an algorithm which is based on a Multi-hypothesis Decoder (MHD).
A. EC for the Lost Frame using Temporal Interpolation
Temporal interpolation was originally used to generate one or more frames between two received frames so as to improve the effective frame rate, and make the object motions in the video smoother. Usually both forward and backward motion estimations are performed to track motions of the objects between adjacent received frames [7] . This leads to high computational requirement. In [6] , Unidirectional Motion Compensated Temporal Interpolation (UMCTI) is used, which performs only forward motion estimation and thus saves half of the computation time.
The objective of introducing temporal interpolation here is that it can be well combined with temporal MDC methods. Recall that in Figure 1 (c), when frame P 4 is corrupted during the transmission, its surrounding frames (P 3 and P 5 ) would be correct if stream 1 is error-free, due to the independent failure probability of each channel. So we can utilize P 3 and P 5 to interpolate P 4 with good quality. In addition, the motion vector from P 5 to P 3 is conserved in stream 1 and thus helps us to skip the exhaustive motion estimation process. Since the main focus of this paper is to improve the reconstructed video quality after the loss position, we use the existing algorithm, i.e. UMCTI, to error-conceal the lost frame. One advantage of UMCTI is that the time for the interpolation is linear to the frame size, thus reducing the complexity of the multihypothesis decoder for the following frames. More details about the implementation of UMCTI can be found in [6] .
B. Multi-hypothesis Decoding
In conventional EC algorithms, only the corrupted (lost) blocks are error-concealed. Although the following frames can be decoded as usual, error exists due to the use of temporal prediction. As shown in [8] , spatial filtering in motion compensation can help to attenuate the propagated error energy. It can be an explicit loop filter, or implicitly brought by the bilinear interpolation for sub-pixel motion compensation [9] . Without generality, suppose ψ(l 0 ) belongs to description 1 (D1). We propose to use two ways to reconstruct the following frames in D1: decoding directly as in the conventional codec, and interpolation using the same EC methods as that for ψ(l 0 ). It seems at the first sight that the latter one is unnecessary, since the decoding process itself can decrease the propagated error. However, error concealment may fail for ψ(l 0 ) in some special cases, i.e. new objects appearing or old objects disappearing, thus leading to a large initial error. In such circumstances, error-concealing the frames after ψ(l 0 ) may have a better quality than decoding them directly.
Based on the previous discussion, we propose to reconstruct frame ψ(l 0 + 2t) by a weighted sum of two hypotheses:
where t ∈ [1, N] and h 1 + h 2 = 1. ψ d (l 0 + 2t) and ψ c (l 0 + 2t) are the corresponding frames obtained by decoding and concealment, respectively. 2t is used here to specify the frames in the same description (D1) as ψ(l 0 ). N is a constant specifying a Time Interval to apply the multi-hypothesis reconstruction. Note that if we set h 1 = 1 in (1) or use zero Time Interval (N = 0), MHD becomes a conventional decoder.
C. MHD with Adaptive Weights
For simplicity, the weights h 1 and h 2 in (1) can be constant for t ∈ [1, N]. They can also be adaptively determined based on the minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion:
where σ
is the original reconstructed frame of ψ(l 0 + 2t) at the encoder side. (2) is derived based on the assumption that (ψ d (l 0 +2t)−ψ(l 0 +2t)) and (ψ c (l 0 +2t)−ψ(l 0 +2t)) are uncorrelated random variables with zero mean.
Define error (t) to be the difference between ψ d (l 0 + 2t) andψ(l 0 + 2t). As stated previously, spatial filtering can attenuate the propagated error energy. This effect is analyzed in [8] , where the decoder is regarded as a linear system and its impulse response is approximated as a gaussian filter. Based on the central limit theory, we also expect the impulse response of MHD to be gaussian. Using similar deriving process as [8] , we can obtain
where σ 2 (t) is the variance of (t). γ is a parameter describing the efficiency of the loop filter to attenuate the error; typically γ ∈ (0, 1). Based on (3), we can obtain:
Since the same error concealment method is used to interpolate the lost frames, the error variance of ψ c (l 0 + 2t) approximates to that of ψ c (l 0 ). In other words,
By using (2), (4) and (5), the values of h 1 and h 2 can be obtained: 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the simulation, we compare the performance of MHD to the original UMCTI algorithm, by both subjective and objective results [6] . MHD with constant weights (CMHD) and MHD with adaptively determined weights (AMHD) are both simulated. The value of parameter γ in AMHD is trained to be 0.8. For UMCTI, only the lost frames are error-concealed and the following frames are decoded as usual. We use the JVT reference software version 8.2 (baseline profile) for the simulations [10] . The first 300 frames of video sequences Carphone and Sales (QCIF) are encoded at 15fps, and only the first frame is I frame. Fixed QP is used: for Carphone, 28 is used for I frame and 30 for P frame; for Sales, 27 is used for I frame and 29 for P frame. To generate two descriptions, ref idx l0 is specified for each P frame to simulate the odd/even sub-sampling MDC. For the I frame, we just send it twice to the two streams, since the main focus of the simulation is to compare the error resilience properties, instead of the compression efficiency of MDC. To further improve the coding of I frame, method in [11] can be employed.
We first test the effect of weighting parameter h 1 on the performance of MHD. Suppose the two video streams are transmitted though two packet loss channels, and the failure probability of each channel is independent and identically distributed with probability P . One packet contains the information of one frame, and the loss of one packet will lead to the loss of one entire frame. Four different Time Intervals (N ) are used. For each combination of h 1 and N , we transmit the video sequence 100 times. The average PSNR is obtained at the decoder side and plotted in Figure 2 . For the comparison, the PSNR obtained by the original UMCTI algorithm is also plotted. As shown in the figure, an optimal h 1 can be obtained for a specific N , which has the maximum PSNR in the corresponding curve; the larger N is, the bigger the optimal h 1 is. For N = 1 and h 1 = 0.5 in Carphone, about 1dB gain can be obtained compared to the original UMCTI. When N is larger, more gains can be achieved with an optimal h 1 . Note that in this paper, we use the encoder reconstructed frame (the error-free one) as the reference in the calculation of PSNR. Similar behaviors can be observed if the original frame (the uncompressed one) is used as the reference.
In Figure 3 , the comparison between AMHD and CMHD is given, for different Time Interval. From the figure we can see that the PSNR of AMHD is higher than CMHD for almost all the compared N . The larger N is, the higher the PSNR of AMHD is. Although for a small N , CMHD with an appropriate h 1 can obtain a higher PSNR than AMHD, its performance (PSNR) decreases when N is larger. In these situations, i.e. when N > 2, AMHD is preferred to get a better performance. Figure 4 illustrates the visual quality after applying UMCTI and MHD on Carphone, for one frame loss (frame 122). In the first row, the first two frames are the original reconstructed frames at the encoder side, and the third one is the errorconcealed frame 122 using UMCTI. Since the finger enters the scene with a large motion, the interpolation works badly around this region. Then the following frames are reconstructed by different methods, and the 10 th one in the same description is shown in Figure 4(c) . From the figure we can see that the original EC method gives the worst visual quality, since the frames after loss are just decoded as usual without using the additional hypothesis. CMHD with N = 2 can improve the quality a little, but the boundary between the shirt and the coat is still ambiguous. Much improvement can be achieved by AMHD. As in Figure 3 , a longer Time Interval N helps to make the result better.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a novel algorithm based on a Multihypothesis Decoder (MHD), to improve the reconstructed video quality of MDC over packet loss networks. Both subjective and objective results show that MHD can help to achieve a better video quality than a traditional EC algorithm. In the current work, the weight of MHD is fixed for a whole frame.
To further improve the reconstructed video quality, block or pixel level adaptation can be used to adjust the weight. We take this as a future work.
